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Students go all in for Texas Hold 'Em State bill
seeks to
restrict
classroom
speech
Chrissy 91"5

~u

At any time day or night, students
at Wright State University and universities across America can be found putting their books aside and studying up
on their Texas Hold'Em skills.
Rachel Kohler, a member of the
Student Union Activitie Board, said
that they are working on creating a
Texas Hold'Em tournament. "We are
definitely in the early stages of planning a tournament that will take place
sometime in mid to late spring," she
aid. "We are looking for ponsorships
campus-wide."
New television hows such a
"Celebrity Poker" and "World Poker
Tour" have sparked a new interest in an
old game. Student readily admit that
they use uch shows to learn the rules
and . kills of the game.
"I became intere ted in Texa
Hold' m when they tarted playing on
P about a year ago," aid Ju tin
Mo her, a political science major.
Howe er, if we give credit to the e
shows for the sudden increase in poker
playing, can we then assume that once
the popularity of the e shows fades, the
playing frenzy will also? Not from the
looks of thing . Wright State Alumnus
Keith Meyer aid, "Gambling in itself
is addicting. It has nothing to do with
the new shows. People are going to
play the game regardless."
Students on campus are making

Jessica Ganiwl"
~

Ashlll Purdy deals a hand in a game of Texas Hold'Em

time almost daily for Texas Hold'Em.
From nightly poker parties to weekend
tournaments, the game is taking over

(I to r) Stephanie Fischer, Ashlee Purdy, Cory Scheadler
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students aged 18-24. "It's crazy!" said
Kayce Hom, a mass communication
major. "It's everywhere you go and
everyone you know."
However, as the popularity of the
game rises, problems for gambling
advocates are also becoming more
abundant. According to "Dayton Daily
News," some states are even considering changing their gambling laws in
order to accommodate the playing of
Texas Hold'Em. Due to the airing of the
new television shows, gambling regulations appear vague and are undergoing
careful consideration.
Another threat towards the pokerplaying crowd is gambling addiction.
Most students agree that with all the
other challenges facing them today,
poker should be at the bottom of their
list of worries.
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Four Republican State Senators
are pushing for a bill that will limit
what university professors can say
within their classroom.
According to the "Dayton
Daily New ,"The bill will prohibit
faculty members from introducing
material that may be deemed as
controv r ial. It will also develop a
grievance procedure that students
can u e if they feel that they have in
some way been discriminated
against due to their own beliefs.
"This is a frontal attack on academic freedom," said Paulette
Olson, pre ident of the WSU AAUP,
the union for faculty members at the
university. "We already have mechanisms in place that guard against
that kind of behavior. We already
have a remedy. We do not need this
legislation."
David Horowitz, creator of the
organization Students for Academic
Freedom, has started this movement
emphasizing the importance of an
academic bill of rights for higher
education. "This is really a one man
show," said Olson. "All ~e stats
that they are using for the bill are
coming directly from Horowitz's
book. They are not representative of
the nation."
According to the Students for
Academic Freedom, their goal is "to
"Professors" continued on page 4
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Jan. 24: A Wright One card
was tolen and an unidentified
fi male tried to u e it at the Ctore in the Honors Dorm .
Jan. 25: An illegal ub tance
complaint wa' filed in Hamilton
Hall.

.fan. 27: A ch mi try b ok wa
tolcn from the W U book tore.
Jan. 30: A wall t w, t I n
from in ide a b ok bag at th
bar Library.
Jan. 30: An a ault in progrc s
wa reported at the intersection of
Uni er ity Boule ard and Wright

State Road.
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Letters to the Editor
The Guardian is printed weekly during the regular

The Guardian encourages letters to the editor and

school year. It is published by students of Wright State

commentary pieces from students, faculty, administra-

University in Dayton , Ohio. Editorials without bylines

tors and staff.

reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board. Views

•Letters should be typed, have the writer's printed full

expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements

name, address, daytime phone, major and class standing

are those of the writers, artists and advertisers.

(if applicable).

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject
adverising copy In accordance with any present or

•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on the Friday preceeding the next issue.

tuture advertising acceptance rules established by The

•Letters should be kept to 500 words or less.

Guardian. All contents contained herein are the
express property of The Guardian. Copyright privileges

•All letters are subject to editing for space and content.

revert to the writers, artist and photographers of

•When responding to another letter, refer to the date and

specific works after publication. Copyright 2003 The

headline.

Guardian, Wright State University. All rights reserved.

•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will not be used.

•Letters which duplicate others may be omitted.

First issue free. Additional copies may be requested

E-mail: guardianoped@yahoo.com

for $.50 each.

Dayton's Largest Tan ·ng Salon
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Organization holds open house for
students majoring in communication
Public relations
professionals to
meet students,
answer questions

11

thOHllBJIL101~

• chapter f Publi Relati ns
i ty f America, PR A,
will h t an op n h u e where r prc·entativc from diffi rent public r lation firms to come and talk with tudents about their line of work.
mtldents that are intere ted in the
field of public relations will be able to

meet the professionals, ask them ques~
tions, and receive some job seeking
advice. Students will also be able to
learn more about the different a pects
of public relations and get a better idea
of what will intere t them in the future.
"We plan on having profe ionals
from all different area , ranging from
non-profit to corporate to independent
practitioner ," PR A Vice President
laire Nerl aid. ''I think it will b a
wonderful opportunity not nly fi r the
tud nt , but al o for the pr fcs ional
we invited," h , aid. "They II h vc
ur
the chance to meet students and :
approach to PR and what we 'vc
learned."
PR A Pre id nt A hlce Ball aid
that he think thi will be a great networking opportunity. "Our open hou e
will be a great chance to get some

inside knowledge of the public relations
industry,' she said.
"I feel that it will be a great opportunity for the PR students," she aid.
"It'll give us the opportunity to meet
profes ionals and make some contacts."

at the open house. '
The open house will be held on
Feb. 9 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Student Union room 156B.

" We plan on having proindepend/es ionals ......
ent practitioners"

- Claire Neri

"We will hav the pp rtunity t
a. k any que tions we want, anything
from what make a go d portfi lio t
what' the best thing about the profesion to how to get our feet in the door,"
erl said. "I'm very anxious to tap the
resources that will be at our fingertips

Place your
classified ad in
the Guardian
today.

775-5537

Pell grant funding decreased at colleges
For the academic year of 2000 to 2001
WSU students received about
$5,260,000 and for the academic year
of 2003 to 2004 that number almost
doubled to $8,624,000.
At a time when tuition is increasing and taxes are harply rising, the
maximum amount a tudent can receive
from a Pell grant is about $4,050 a
year. According to "The Washington
Po t, ·• the Bu h Administration plans to
use tax information from 2001 or later
to determine which tudents are eligible
for the $12. billion c llege-aid program, which would permit more tuEricQnll
dents from poor familic to get Pell
816a2EK4@yahoo.co
grant . Pre ident Bu h has said he
want to increa e the maximum yearly
Federal Pell grants are becoming
Pell grant to $5,100.
ome
causing
get
harder for student to
According to the U.S. Department
students to be ineligible for the yearly
Education, a formula is used to
of
grant .
determine whether or not a student is
According to "The Wa hington
financially eligible for a Pell grant. The
Times," Pell grant funding i being
formula, e 'tablished by Congres .• takes
determined using tax table from 198
a student' cost of attendance minus
However, a change has been made to
expected family contribution. The difupdate the tax table to use more current
ference of this equation is what the stutax information. The change would
dent receives, also known as financial
cause as many as 84,000 students
need.
whose parents earn between $35,000
The COA, or cost of attendance,
and $40,000 a year to become ineligible
tuition and fees, on-campus
includes
for Pell grants.
board (or a housing and food
and
room
"There are 1,800 students currentfor off-campus students) and
allowance
ly receiving Pell grants at Wright
for books, supplies, transallowances
State," said Dave Darr, director of
fees and, if applicable,
loan
portation,
financial aid. ''We are doing a number
costs related to a discare,
dependent
of things to promote student financial
expenses,
miscellaneous
and
ability,
aid around campus such as emailing
the rental or
for
allowance
an
including
the
in
students, running adverti ements
computer.
personal
a
of
purchase
school paper, scrolling banners on
Also included are reasonable costs
WSU's website and sending notices out
study-abroad programs. For
eligible
for
to campus employers."
less than half time,
attending
students
WSU has actually seen an increase
tuition and fees
only
includes
COA
the
in the total amount of money Pell
supplies,
books,
for
allowance
an
and
grants are giving to students overall.
transportation, and dependent-care

•Updates in
tax-table could
leave thousands
of st dents out
in the cold
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received their bachelor's degree, and
unlike a loan, they do not ha e to be
repaid.

expenses.
Pell grants are only awarded to
undergraduate students who haven't
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Yearly liquor sales on steady increase
EricGural
816a2£K4@yahoo.co

Liquor sales in Ohio have been on
the ri e ·incc 1995, which ha lead to
recording breaking ale for the pa t
few year . So the qu tion ari cs, arc
the price for liquor incrca ing or arc
we just drinking more thes days?
According to the Ohio Division of
Liquor ontrol OD L the an ·wcr is
both. The 418 stat liquor ·t re · in
hio ha c seen total dollar ales for
_004 top th1,; h, If a billion dollar mark
for the third n ccuti year t 57 l
million. The allon. al \ ere also up
to 9.4 million. Th· pre iou year ·ales
for total dollar and p ·r gallon sale were
re. pc ti cly 536 milli n and 363,278
gallon or a 4 pi;rccnt de rca. c.
ome Wright tatc tudcnt arc
willing to pay more and drink more on
a weekly basis. "If you go to a bar you
are going to drop some cash,' aid Neil
Malone, a management major. "I have

definitely seen an increase in my alcohol consumption as the years at WSU
go on." Malone aid he goes out for
drinks at lea t twice a week.
According to ODOLC these
record dollar and gallon ales are attributed to c cral factors including an
increa c in product co ·t by th upplicr , a continuation of th tr nd of conumcr buying more premium-priced
products and an increase in con. umption. Alth ugh the e number arc high
and getting higher they till haven t
c nth sale fr m th early l 90's.
Wright t te is one f 41 coll 'gc ,
part o an initiuti 1,; to ri.;:duce hi h ri k
drinking. According t Ohi Parent. for
Drug •re\.: Youth, 52 p 'r cnt f today's
allege drinker drink with th ol
intent to get into ·i atcd. '"21 fi r 21" i,
the hocking coming-of-age ritual,
though consuming 21 hot can be
lethal.
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Former student
charged with rape
Emlbon..,n

For more information contact:

Jessica Garringer
Garri nger.4@wrig ht.ed u

lflOllJPSOIL101~

A former WSU tudent was
charged with raping a 14-year-old juvenile on Dec. 25, 2004 in a home near
Xenia. The Xenia police department
reported that the 18-ycar-old man was
charged with two count of rape and
sexual imposition.
Xenia police said that the young
man was staying with friends when he
allegedly raped one of the friend's fam-

ily members. The young man was put
in jail, where he was served with an
indictment last week.
One of the Xenia police officers
aid that the man still may be in jail,
but he wa not completely ure at this
point.
No further information i available
at this time.

Professors" continued from
page 1

DRINKING WATER
CONSUMER CONFIDENCE REPORT
Wright State University (WSU) is required by the Environmental Protection Agency
to make available to the university community an annual report on the quality of the
campus drinking water supply. This posting serves as required notification to the
university community.
The Wright State University Public Water System
Consumer Confidence Report for 2004 is available for review on
WSU's Department of Environmental Health and Safety's web page at

http://www.wright.edu/admin/ehs/drinkingwater.htm
Hard copies are available by contacting Steve Farrell, Assistant Director, Environmental
Health and Safety, Room 129 Allyn Hall or by phone at (937) 775-3118
w
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defend students' right to be
treated with respect by faculty and
administrators, regardless of their
political or religious beliefs."
With State Sen. Gary Cates,
one of the four senators pushing
for the bill to pass, claiming that
students are being indoctrinated by
liberal ideals, on campus, the
views are predominately against
that statement.
"I believe there are concerns
with the bills as it is currently
written," said Drew Pringle, faculty president. "I don't believe it is a
wise thing for this bill to be
passed in its current state. I have
reservations about the wording of
the document."
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Students prepare for upcoming tax season
Accounting and finance major Kevin
Locker said that he files his own taxes
each year and he said that he hasn't run
into many problems yet. "They're fairly simple right now, but when I get out
of college and my return becomes more
complex, I'll remember that almost any
major financial transaction may have
tax consequences,'' he said. "So, even
ifl don't fully comprehend those conequence , I' 11 keep some ort of record
of those tran action ."
Unlike Locker, Tara Penn, a nur ing major, said that her parent u ually
take care of filing taxe for her. She
al o aid that he like to get her done
a early a p ible. "I always like to
have mine done in the b ginning f
that I can file my FAF A
cbruary,
early and have all th tax inti rmation at
that time," she said. "Plus, I get xcitd to ec how much l will be getting
back."
Both Wood and Talbott said that
students should be aware of the Internal
Revenue Service website. "It is a rich
source of information," Wood said.
"Go to the IRS website and download
the forms you will need so you will
know what kind of information and
documentation is necessary." The IRS
website can be found at www.irs.gov.

Emlhompson

e

tllOll!pSOIL101@MWlt.edu

As tax season quickly approaches,
WSU students may feel overwhelmed
by the whole filing process.
To help in understanding what can
be considered a difficult undertaking,
many WSU tudents have options when
it come to filing their taxe . In mo t
cases student can either hire omeone
to do it for them, have their parent
take care of it or handle it alone.
If rodent choo e to fill out th
form , there i. certain computer oftwarc available t ca e th process.
Software uch as TurboTa. take student · thr ugh preparation of th ir own
ta · return ·. Accountan y pr fc r
John Talbott said that he thin · the
ba ic ver'ion ofTurboTax i · h lpful for
student . ·'It keep you from making
mechanical mi takes,'' he aid.
However, with or without software, it is important for students a to
under tand their W-2 forms. "To know
if you had taxes withheld, you need to
know how to interpret your W-2 statement of wages," said Bill Wood, Wright
Financial Path instructor. "If there are
amounts in either boxes two or 17, the
income taxes were withheld and you
might be able to get it back."
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Chiropract ic...

ommen.ts

The Right Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could
you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations,
then Logan College is the place for you.

or
u.es

-

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to .
earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's work in a private practice
setting. providing time for family and other important quality of
life priorities.

i..on.s

a-t

Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan .edu to receive an information packet
describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

vlough@siscom.ne

JasonKucma
Third·Year Student
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Will my boyfriend leave me .... What wiU happen
to my body .... How can I finish school. .... What
wiH my parents say ....Am I ready to be a mom ....

If you think you might be facing
an unplanned pregnancy, local,
confidential help is available.

Sell your stuff to Plato's Closet• and
it might as well be lined with cash!
We buy and sell gently used brand name
teen clothing and accessories.

800--395--HELP
Discover Your Options + Free Pregnancy Tests

PLATe'~
CLOSET

Beaven:reek- 2476 Commons Blvd (Next to Golden Corral) 427-5224
CentervUle- 101 E. Alex Bell Rd. (In Cross Pointe Cener) 312-9321
Hubel' Heights- 8290 Old-Troy Pike (Across from Kohl's) 235~7
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Janet•s 'wardrobe malfunction• changed what•s expected at Super Bowl
E'dcle Pels
AP Sports Writer

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) - Oh,
what the NFL would have given for a
marching band last year instead of
Janet Jackson.
Over the 38-year hi tory of the Super
Bowl, halftime ha always been the
be t time for fans to take a brief break
from the hoopla and recharge for the
third and fourth quarter'.
But la t year, the ever- o-brief shot
of Jnck on' bare brca t turned halftime
into mu t- cc TV, entering the term
'\ ardrob malfunction" into the Super
Bo 1 lexicon.
It altered the wakrcooler con er 'at ion about the event and made the power in th· N L realize th y had failed in
their n er-ending qu t to micr manag things down t the millisecond.
"Di appointm nt an<l embarras ment" wa how Nr L spokesman Brian
Mc arthy de cribed the cene and it
bombastic aftermath.
Jackson, who declined interview
requests for this story, will be in Jacksonville this week, attending a fundraising party the night before the big
game. Clearly, she will be persona nongrata at any NFL-sponsored event.
But her impact on the Super Bowl
will never be forgotten _ not in this day
and age of instant news, instant analysis .instant overkill.
Her breast, after all, was much more
than a breast, and we're not just talking
about the silver sunbur t nipple shield
that was revealed when Ju tin Timberlake tore open her black leather top _

accidentally, he said.
The Federal Communications Commission got involved. The debate over
decency standards on TV _ long considered a dying issue by all but the
most vigilant _ re-emerged. Radio personality Howard Stem, tired of having
the FCC breathing down his neck;
moved to the censor-free Sirius radio
atellite network, the same company
that broadcasts each NFL game aero s
the country each week.
nAll the e people were acting a
though Western civilization had taken a
major hit," aid Syracu c Uni er ity
televi ion expert Robert Thomp on.
"The whole thing was dripping in anctimony, contradiction and hypocrisy."
Without a doubt, 1 hompson in, i t ,
i wcr cc m re graphic clo e-ups of
nude flc. h on the a cragc soap commercial. And nothing Jackson did <luring that hat time show would compare
to the content of a weekly cpi ode of,
ay ABC's racy hit prime-time oap
opera, "Desperate Housewives."
(Although not as high profile as the
Super Bowl debacle, the NFL also
expressed outrage after ABC led into a
Monday Night Football game this season with a spoof in which actress
Nicollette Sheridan persuaded Eagles
receiver Terrell Owens to skip the game
by dropping the towel wrapped around
her and jumping into his arms.)
Already a pre-eminently recognizable pop icon, Jackson got a temporary
boost in popularity, appearing on the
"Late Show with David Letterman" and
a few other shows. Still, the new album
that her Super Bowl appearance was

Janet jackso11 and Justin Tunberlake at last years
designed to promote wa less than a hit.
Buoyed by public utragc, ongrc
held h aring and v ted for a tenfold
increa e in fines for broadca t indec ncy. In a separate move, each of the 20
CBS-owned stations that aired the
Super Bowl were fined $27,500, and
the $550,000 total was a record for
such an incident. It was part of a
greater effort by government to crack
down on indecency and it even led several skittish ABC affiliates to not air the
World War II drama "Saving Private
Ryan" becau e they worried the violence and profanity would lead to

•
You won't believe
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p naltics.
The NFL, meanwhile, vowed to
ne er ha c omcthing like thi happen
again. La t year, the league farmed out
production of the halftime show to
MTV, a Viacom company related to
CBS, which broadcast the game.
This year's entertainment will be
provided by Paul McCartney, whose
every word and move will be vetted
and reviewed by the league.
"He'll keep his clothes on," Charles
Coplin, the man the NFL put in charge
of the halftime show, assured.
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EDITORIAL
Americans can take a lesson from the Iraqis
Wh ther one agree
or di agree with the United tate pre enc in Iraq
th~r i an el ment of the
Iraqi lccti n thi , pa t
w ck that cannot b
ign red. Iraqi v t rs cam
ut t place ball ts in stimatcd pcrc nt ge that
hould mbarra Am ri an
citizen .
The most optimistic
report, by the International
Election Commission of
Iraq, had voter turnout in
that country at 71 %. This
figure is likely inflated, but
even if we deduct 20 percentage points as the margin of error the resulting
51 % would be, in thi
country a typical percentage for voter turnout.
Yet, Iraqi voter made their
way to the poll amid
born b , heavy ecurity
killing and chao , and it
appear' a though half of
tho eligibl actually made
it.

In the United States,
voter turnout in the 2004
presidential election was
the highest ince 1968, and
it was only 59 .6%. Americans' obstacle were lack of
parking spaces and long
lines. The final turnout,
record numbers or not, is
shameful and pathetic.
The American public
shouldn't expect democracy in Iraq when it performs
so poorly at home.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
"Big-media dino aur face
e tinction" (Jan 19)
This writer i a p ychothcrapist
who h Id a ma ter' degree in counseling p ychology from the University
of Maryland. Prior to attending graduate school, I participated in the presidential campaign of Richard M.
ixon, a Republican. The subject of
thi letter i another Republican.
Mr. Bu h i a nice man. He
ha a plea ant smile and he eem incere. By his own admission, Mr.
Bush is a recovered alcoholic. Alcoholics are drug addict . The addictive
drug is alcohol. Even when an alcoholic successfully controls the desire

to drink, the urge remain , the p ydegree of affirmation from authority
chol gy c ntinuc . Many alcoholics
figures, particularly his ambitiou
re-direct their addictive tendencic .
father. Mr. Bu h' exce sive need for
Pr . idcnt Bu h ha· re-directed his
appr al render him incapable of
alcohol addiction to the addiction of
being oppo itional to authority, and of
governmental power in order to combeing individualistic. Mr. Bush lacks
pen ate for feelings of inadequacy,
authentic psychological and spiritual
low self-e teem, and emotional impodepth. He is an echo of other's
tency. These dynamic are the result
..belief: . The Bu h men have ignited a
of unresolved guilt.
Mr. Bush'
rf!ligiou war that will go on for cenunre olved guilt ha pr duced a poor
turies. They should be indicted, pro elf concept which he ma ks by articecuted and convicted. The Bush
ulating excessively aggre ive declapoliticians lack empathy for the dying
rations, e.g., "Bring it on!" Mr.
souls of Iraq, and America's military.
Bush's aggressive statements are juvenile.
Joseph Vallely
Mr. Bush's low self concept
Connecticut
causes him to require an inordinate

PlACJE yi
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Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough
vlough@siscom.net
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There is more work to be done in human rights
Only week ago
did we celebrate the
life ·md contribution
of Dr. Martin uther King Jr. We
fac d the horrific past in which egregation ruled upremc in our nation.
Thi s gregation. h w er, wa n t
nly fi und in th c lor f on·' kin r
th rigin f on ' nc t r but in th
m t n tural of dii
d r.
h plight ~ r fr d m a fl u •ht
hard and in diffi r nt mann r · by many
different groups. Ideali ts uch a th e
haped and changed the structure of a
non-tolerant society into the familiar
"free-world" we know today. In the e
revolutionary days, the problem existed
o obviously that none could hield
them elves from responsibility, or in
the least, opinion.
But just how much ha changed
since the relatively recent abdication of
racial and gender di crimination? True,
storefront no longer boast "Black
Only'' and "White Only" entrance and

of the fear that he will assault. A
woman who wear sunglasses to shield
her black eye from the community, not
knowing that there is anywhere to tum
for help, return home nightly for more
abu e.
But option do exi t. Dayton'
YWCA, for instance, is an example of
one organization determined to reinvent
the pa sion behind the movement
towards equality in the h arts of th
community. It nm many J rogram and
rvi e t id the community in curing
of racial and g nd r
it I of th illn
By ffering fr . h It r
t tho wh ha
und la
mi treat d by th world th
i ·utilizing both pra tical and
YW
educational means to e pung our community of the e destructi l: for e .
Face the Truth is a small student
organization birthed to rai e fund for
Dayton's YWCA's cause to end racism
and empower women. If you would
like to join the venture to educate the
community and offer aid to tho e in
need, join u March 1st at the Women's
Center in Millett Hall for a meeting
with speaker Alicia Speed.
Face the truth: our community is
helpless without your support.

eateries. What was once acceptable
behavior for a man to strike his wife
ha become wholly unacceptable in
public opinion and by law, yet i still
practiced by many. Women continue to
uffer at the hand of their lover'
unaware whercfr m they can eek help.
Women arc n w voting in substantial
numbers when only decade ago they
w re banned. Many pa t ictim. of
di crimination arc no v intr ducing
th ir id a and bcli f: in both tht:
p litical and orporat w rid .
a 1 ng ay but,
Yi , w ha e
a I ng way to
foe th truth
g.

''Just how much has
changed since the relatively
recent abdication of racial
and gender discrimination?"
Discrimination and domestic violence continue to live as semi-dormant
viruse in the underbelly of our society
that reveal themselves to us daily. The
form that demands the most public out-

Have a cell phone? Why not get a digital camera??
......,Beny
Qlill1lim1 aa Photogwapl•
beny.24@wrWlt.edu

A a ale per on at
Be t Buy, I notice that
a lot of people have yet
to enter the world of digital photography. I believe that this he itation is due
to intimidation and lack of knowledge
about digital camera .
It amaze me that so many people
have yet to buy a digital camera
because so many people have embraced
such technological advances such as
cell phones and computers.

Why not a digital camera? Everything that has to do with photography i
going to be digital. The use of 35mm
cameras is being faded out. The price
of a digital camera and all of it accessories can co t, on average, about $400
to $500.

"You 'II never have to buy
film again ... You 'II never
have to print a bad picture"
This price may seem teep, but when
you look at all of the benefits of digital

over regular film, it makes perfect
sense.
You'll never have to buy film again.
One of the main accessories of a digital
camera that you'll want to buy is a
memory card to hold your picture .
Thi can be erased and r u cd an infinite number of time . You'll never
have to print a bad picture again.
For example, you have a memory
card that holds 100 pictures and you
take 20 shots of an object from all different angles, but 10 of those aren't
good shots. You can delete those 10
photos, which creates pace for more
and lea 1es you with 10 good shots.
When you go to print your pictures,
you only have to print one if you want-

ed. To me, this equation seems more
logical and cheaper than using 35mm
film.
Not all salespeople are evil and
money-hungry. Some are, who work
on commi sion, but I am not one of
tho e people. My job a a sale per on,
i to find the be ·t camera, ba cd on
your need , and find all of the accesorie to get the best out of your digital
camera purcha e.
So, if you are that person that is
intimidated by this new, better and
cheaper world of digital photography, I
hope that you too can embrace wonder
and the memories that will be kept with
your digital camera.

For more information,
contact
Valerie Lough
Editor-in-Chief
W016 B Student Union
775-5534
vlough@siscom.net
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Where to get a date for Valentine's Day
think about using one of tho e played
out, tra hy pick-up lines. Tho e should
be for entertainment purpo e only
according to www.becomeaplayer.com/.
In tead, begin with a traightforward
introduction. Follow it up with a question prompted by . ome of tho e ob eration you made. All the while do
not top miling. The importance of
miling cannot be empha ized enough,
added the ·ite.
Guys don t be hy. Othcrwi e you
mi ht not g ·t a chanc a c rding to
ph m r Ja qu tin Rey. ''I don't a k
n dat .. I think th uy h uld
fa king th irl
mak th fir t m
n a date,'' said I~ y.
'I think pie up lin are chc y
and dumb and I wouldn't want to go on
a date with a guy who u e pick up
lines '' added Rey.
mon sen e.
.. o 'pick up lines' were u ed or
According to "Complete Woman"
years.
two
past
die
dating/or
been
have
and
Hanger
Tire
in
met
on
Simp
Sean
and
Jones
Jaime
that non ense, we ju t imply
of
any
magazine, the fir t tep to finding a
and got to know each other,"
talked
connection
physical
a
that
forget
don't
hang
to
eeker
datelumping
the
age
Thi
there.
out
elf
date i getting your
aid Dalton on how he met hi current
require leaving the hou e. The odds of up his or her image of the ideal partner, has to be e tablished before anything
girl friend.
el e, according to "CW."
?nd take a ri k on omeone you wouldMr. or Mr . Right stumbling into your
From that point on, you're pretty
Once you're in a po sible dating
li ing room aren't o great. Drag your- n't typically see your elf dating. If
on your own. Find some commuch
a
across
come
have
and
atmosphere
elf to where people are, the more the
mon ground between the two of you.
potential match, take the next step by
merrier, and the better chance you have.
"I don't ask g11ys on dates. I showing some intere t. "Complete
In addition, you should always stick
.. You mu t break your routine ,"
honesty. There's no need to lie
with
Woman'' tresse the importance of
added 'Complete Woman. ' In tead of
think the guy should make
yourself. Let your new friend get
about
miling
body language. A confident,
going straight home after work or cla s,
peLon aero the room looks much bet- to know the real you. A compliment
the first move of asking the
try to find a new hangout to relax or
erve a great purpo e in the early
ter than tho e hiding in the comer feeltudy, as oppo ed to that lonely, <;omfy
girl on a date. "
tages, fellas (the more unique, the beting sorry for them elves and wondering
couch you're o accu tomed to. A cofter) and www.becomeaplayer.com/
why they have trouble finding dates.
fee shop, library or a pub i great tart.
Rey
-Jacqueline
ays "flattery is the key to success."
perfect
the
i
thi
that
add
"CW''
or
bar
a
try
venue,
For a more acti e
If all continue without a hitch,
time to how off and let him or her
two (For you daring type , head out to
congratulation . Make ure you
know that you 're available. Eye-conomewhere new) a concert, a . tore or a your pa t relation hip didn't exactly
exchange number or let each other
tact i huge here (but don't tare). Thi
cut it, thcr might be a pattern behind
party---bcttcr yet, throw your own
know that you'd like to ce one another
little
a
up
tand
to
tend
stature,
guy.
build,
when
i
color.
lair
I
type.''
..
your
party.
again. If the chemi try i n 't really
taller and uck in their tomach ; while
thnicity and ev n age are all trait you
Brian Dalton, an und cid d bu ithere, don't giv up and don't let one
may want to b a little le . picky ab ut. girl might flick their hair back or di·ne major think work i a great place
rejection get to you. Rem mbcr, it' hi
play their be t features.
Throw the superficial set-back out the
to meet someone a well.
her los . The person who is rejected
or
the
up
tered
mu
you've
Once
what
see
to
window and roll the dice
Secondly, rip your brain wide
the most i the person that goes home
courage to make the trek across the
the e unlikely candidates have to offer.
open. The more op n-minded you are,
with the most numbers according to
club and talk to your hopeful happenJu t becau e you' re willing to ee
the more likely y u are to meet omeing, what do you ay? Guys don't even www.becomeaplayer.com/.
omeonc for who they are on the in. ide
one. ..Co mop litan" magazine encour-

Band holds benefit concert for School of Medicine
Jes9c:a Lander
lander~u

The tudent band One Les Di traction will be holding a benefit concert to rai e money for WSU' School
of Medicine on Thursday, Feb. 10 at the
Wright Pub at IO:OOp.m. Admission for
the event will be $10. All proceeds will
be given to the School of Medicine following the concert.
Band memb rs Bryan Gavin, an
organizational leader hip major, Mike
Ryan, undecided and Joe Grandinetti, a
mechanical engineering major, have
held other benefit concerts in the past
to help others. "We have done a benefit
concert to earn money for cancer
research beyond the one we are doing
now,'' said Ryan. "That one was in

w

w

October and we had a great tum-out.
We hope that this one for the School of
Medicine will be a uccess as well."
The idea to ho t a benefit concert
for the School of Medicine was an idea
Gavin got from his brother, Warren
Gavin, who is a student in the school
and is active in many activities associated with the school. "We wanted to
help him earn money for the school and
various other projects, so we decided to
host thi concert," said Ryan. "It' a
great opportunity for u and for other ."
The band typically plays acousticstyle rock music. "We sound a lot like
Howie Day, a acoustic solo artist," said
Ryan. ''That's the only person I think
we really even compare to."
Gavin is the band's vocalist as
well as its guitarists. Ryan is the b~nd's
drum~er and Grandinetti is the bassist.

w.

the

our close friends is amazing and we
take that heart every time we see you
guys at our shows. Things are only up
~
from here and this band is ready to
0
6' keep on going until we can't go any
8 farther," Ryan added.
§.
There is information about the
~
'-<:
band available on their website, oneQ,
lessdistraction.com. Student and staff
~ can also download MP3s of the band's
<D
music. The website includes biogra~:J phies of the band members and future
how dates as well.
Mike Ryan practices a pi.ece before a recortling
One Less Distraction's next how
session for die band One Less Distraction.
will be Feb. 25 at The Dive Beach Club
The band has been playing many
in Fairborn. Admission for that show
shows and plans to take their music as
be $5. Students and staff can also
will
Ryan.
far as they can go with it said
look forward to seeing the band play at
"The shows have been non stop sil}ce
WSU's May Daze on May 6 in the
May and they're not going to stop,"
Alumni Tower.
said Ryan. "The support we nave from
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Digital cameras more than point ~~and!~d~!~our
Parker Bowman
timdealh@gmal.c
Do you want to be able to have
fond memories of your life well into
your old age? Sure we all do. But, who
has the mental prowess to have every
moment of every day in their head all
the time? Most of us have trouble
remembering the finer points of high
chool much le s e ery little thing we'd
like to. Luckily, digital cameras are
flooding the market and the need to
"recall' memorie will oon be
replaced by the ability to t re them n
y ur hard drive or a D-R. Happily,
thi will leave more brain space open
and re ·ervcd for" TA: an Andrea'".
There are many thing. to lo k for
in a new cam ra on ac unt f ntm ·ting it with 'uch an imp rtant ta k. 'Peronally, I 1 k fi r (brand) nam ," aid
W U tudcnt and uardian photographer Kat Finn. "All those crappy kamera2go' aren't worth it. Then mega pixels, durability and how many pictures it
holds with or without a memory card.
Everything else like film and such is an
added bonus."
An important aspect of a camera is
how many pixels it ha . Pixels are light
reading diodes, so the more pixels you
have the better picture you get. Also,

or 1 GB of movie time. The average
retail price is $362. The second most
popular camera on the Digital Camera
Recourse is the Cannon Powershot
A95, the average retail price of ~hich
is $327. This particular camera is also
the most popular on www.digitalcamera-hq.com. The website is full ofunbia ed review and advice. In fact, seven
out of ten of the mo t popular cameras
S: on their top ten list are made by Can~ non.
~
According to the site there are
~ eight commonly made mi take . T~e
••l:l•aDlll~ ~ mi take are a follow : not checkmg a
'
merchant's 'tor rating, not checking a
~ retailer' digital camera return policy,
G)
buying from a cam ra r clcct~o~ic
fii tore, paying t o much for a digital
~ camera, n t buying additi nal m m ry
~~---------------.........- - r batt rie , unkn wingly purcha ing
more pixel will allow a better bl w up
cmpl Y e, D n. "It ha· a arl Zeis
.
" ray Market" (camera made t be
rate. You won't have to worry ab ut
lcn which will give Y u the be t quahold in a foreign market but re-routed
pixilation or blockine ' when enlarging ty picture available. It run for ~b ut .
here) merchandi e, buying verpriced
the image.
$350. Another popular camera I the
accessories and paying too much for
Of course, you mu t pay attention
Cannon Power hot A-15 it run for
shipping.
to your price range. Generally, (accord- $200." The store's website pointed out
Don't fall prey to these eight mising to Wal-Mart) cameras can go from
the Fuji A330 3.2 Mega Pixel which
takes and always choose wisely.
around $60 (a great yet fairly common
runs for $150.
Remember, as the unforgettable characsale price) all the way to upwards of
The mo t popular camera on
ter Woody said in "Can't Hardly Wait,"
almo t $400. 'Our top elling camera is www.dcrecour e.com is the Cannon
"It's all about the memories!"
probably the Sony WI," said Best Buy
Powershot SI IS. The camera holds 18-

sWimming the optimal workout for a lifetime
What leisure activity can be done
to provide a great workout without
sweating? One clue: it involves water.
That' right, swimming.
Swimming often get a mi contrued tereotyp of being a ummer
pa ·time or a treat that come along
with taying at nice hotel. It' clo er
than one might think. Wright State
hou e a state-of-the-art facility including a pool, locker room facilities,. and
on duty life-guards. Not to mention,
students have free access to the amenitie imply by providing a Wright One
Card and abiding by the open wim
hour . For a full listing of these hour
and more information about swimming,
students can also visit
http://www.wright.edu/students/rec/pool
.html.
For those of us looking to shed a
few pounds or trim of some loose areas
of our body, swimming is the perfect
way to do it according to the American
Council on Exercise (ACE.) First of
all, there is less strain on your body.
ACE also reported that water reduces
the pull of gravity on our bodies by .
approximately 90 %. In other words, 1t
feels like only weigh about 10 % ofour
weight. This i what makes swimming
an ideal sport for all ages according to
ACE.
Wright State HPR faculty member
and master synchronized swimmer and
judge Lieneke Keihl emphasized these
benefits further. "[Swimming] puts no
stress on the joints which is why it's

w

w

w

HPR clas should be added to their
class schedule in the future. WSU is
offering Deep Water Workout, Swimming (various levels), and Water Aerobics courses this spring. See the WSU
Spring quarter registration guide or
ROX for more information.
Whether you're looking to relax,
tay in shape, or ju t kill some time, the
pool facilitie at Wright State are an
ideal place to begin. Many chool
don't feature a pool such a the one at
WSU, according to student.com, so taking advantage of it while student are
enrolled here at the university is too
good an opportunity to miss out on.

"The pool is so much
kinder on the body than
running or other things. I
think everyone should at
least try swimming every
once in awhile. "
-Josh Copely
A studl!nt plays water polo in the WSU swimming pool located in die St11dent Union.

they don't feel they are expending so
much energy when they are having fun
doing it," said Copely. "The pool is. so
much kinder on the body than runmng
or other things. I think everyone s~ould
at least try swimming·every once m
awhile," Copely added.
Another strength of underwater
exercise is the freedom for individuality. The majority of people enjoy swimming over running or lifting weights.
"It's personally fit for each individual
need. Here at WSU, I strive to work
with all the categories of class by working with [each] individual swimmer,"
said Keihl. "Some people have always
wanted to learn, but because of time
factors/fear/fear/fear, they never learned
to 'swim'. Some thought they were
wimming, but never learned the correct techniques to make it a fitness reality. Everyone is different," Keihl
added.
If students are looking for some
fun and easy recreational classes to
take, or want to improve their swimming skills, perhaps a water-related

ideal for rehab for people injured in
weight bearing sports/activities," said
Keihl.
Not only does an aquatic workout
reduce stress on the body, but can also
help clear ones mind, according to
Keihl. "It improves delivery of oxygen
to all your muscles, soothes the mind,
regulates breathing, and stimulates circulation," Keihl added.
If you're looking to build muscle,
get a cardiovascular workout, or reduce
body fat, then swimming is an ans~er
according to ACE. Don't look at this
fun activity as a wash. Financial services major Shawn Elrod is one student
who takes advantage of the pool regularly. "It's the best workout for your
body," said Elrod, "It requires you to
use every muscle you've got."
Business major and lifeguard Josh
Copely agreed. "I've seen people of all
ages take advantage of the pool. Most
people will have longer and fuller
work-outs when in the pool because
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ZLB Plasma Services
can help you get where you want to
go for Spring Break. When you donate
plasma at ZLB Plasma Services. you earn
extra income. We pay you generous
rewards each time you donate so it
won't be long before you ' ll have enough
for a memorable Spring Getaway.
Also, there's the great feeling you get
knowing your plasma donation is used to
develop products that save lives.
Feeling vvarrner already, right:?

ZLB BioServices, Inc.
(dba ZLB Plasma Services)
165 E. Helena Street
Dayton, OH 45404
(937) 224-1973

www.zlbplasma.com
.
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"Hollywood causes cancer" for Green
tucky.
Green, however, lays the foundation
for the Hollywood blowup on the fact
that he tarted out in a three-man rap
group called Organized Rhyme that had
a top ten ingle and won the Canadian
equi alent to a Grammy. For some reaon. the hardcore rap community of
Ottawa <lidn 't care for the trio of white
kid · ucce s and shortly thereafter.
Organiz d Rhyme disbanded, but not
be fore someone at a concert pointed a
gun at Green during a p rforman e.
re n then began ho ting , c 11 g
radio how that focused on humorou
kit · and witty. intellig ·nt talk. ·c<llc. to ay, an<l t kc noti WW U, the
show b am wildly popular on th· late
night ircuit and pa cd th way for
" ' f he Tom rccn how" m Ottawa
Public Acccs · Television. I <lon 't think J
nc d t t IL you what that h w wa
about, but I do realize that thi all happened around 1999 and mo t of America has forgotten it. Green filmed himself antagonizing strangers on the street
with megaphones and poo-covered
microphones. He also painted his parents' hou e plaid while they were on
vacation and airbrushed a portrait of
two naked porn stars on the hood of his
father's car. Obviously, this was wildly
popular and got picked up by a Canadian Cable station allowing Green to
finally move out of his parents' base-

Confirming all of our suspicions,
Tom Green finally step forth and
acknowledges that the town of Hollywood doe • indeed, cau cancer. Mr.
re n, the one time MTV comic antihero and Tin el town· it boy" for a
brief period ha written a tell-all (or at
lea t most) autobiography entitl d
"Hollywo d au e Cancer. ·

Review
'Jh b ok tart out in rccn 's t en
years a a :kat boarding. hip-hopping
prank tcr from the mean strc ·ts of
Ott< wa (in 'ana Ja for y u g ography
·tudcnt .) Th nkfully, th b k kip
pa t Green' pre-pubescent years. I
don't care how famous a p r on i or
how much I per onally enjoy their
work; reading about anything prior to
high chool in a biography is boring
and is ju t filler material to make the
book look thicker. The only exception
to thi rule is "Hu tler Magazine"
founder Larry Flynt who revealed in
his autobiography that he sold moonhine to the neighbors and had sexual
relations with a chicken as a child
while growing up in the hills Qf Ken-

though, he speaks quite briefly and
injects it with so much humor that one
wonders if he's just pulling our leg or
covering up his emotional confession
with the self-defen e mechanisms of
humor and sarcasm.
The book then moves rather quickly
through becoming a tar in anada
(again) and to getting discovered by
~ MTV and becoming famous in Amcri§- ca. Quickly Green become. a star, battles tc ticular cancer, marric. Drew
§ Barrymore, fall · from Hollywood'
~ grnc and becomes am c.Iia whipping
g, boy, di or cs Drew Barrymore and
~
·tarts it all over , gain. re n ke ps,
~
more or less, completely grounded
m through all this. Ile t.: pres c his . hock
a_~ when Drew Barrym re want to spend
millions of dollars on a new house
without even thinking twice, and at the
~ fact that m , t of Barrymor ' wedding
gue ts were on Hollywood's "A" List;
ment.
hi gue ts were di tant nobody cousin
It's in Green's year-long wait to
from Suburban Ottawa.
jump to cable from public television
For anyone looking to go into show
that Green talks about bis depression at
bu iness I'd deem this required readthe time. He expresses a fear of never
ing. You can sit comfortably on your
moving up to the next step in entertain- sofa and read about Tom Green getting
ment to become a nation talk show host bashed by the media for the film "Fredlike his hero David Letterman. He
dy Got Fingered" and getting ripped off
speak about how awful the purgatory
by MTV executives at every tum. You
of not moving forward in a field he was can then think to yourself' I can't wait
obviously excelling at. And be also
to get me some of that!" I know I can't.
speaks briefly about his suicidal
thoughts from this time. On the topic,

Rave drug Ecstasy and agony for students
~ u've heard the rumor , you've
heard the ''trnths ''. but what i cc. ta y?
Th ·hort an wcr i a pill form d drug
that' p pular in th club cene and
dwindling fad of the rave scene. But,
what doe it do? As the name ugge ts,
it cau e a feeling of ecsta y or euphoria for a brief period. The media ha
reported in the pa t that the drug al o
cau c a ort of ynthetic camaraderie
between u ~er and a feeling of empathy
towards complete stranger .
"I never experienced any of that
liking people I never met stuff," an
anonymous student said of their experience with the drug. "It mostly just
made me feel really, really good. I still
didn't care much for other people and I
didn't feel like dancing or sucking on a
pacifier or anything stupid. But, yeah. It
doe make you feel really good. Emotionally and physically, y 'know?"
The drug is a type of methamphetamine and though the pill can be
cut with anything the maker feels, from
heroin to cocaine to baking powder, the
drug's active ingredient i MDMA, a
drng patented in 1913 by a German
pharmaceutical company. The drug
remained largely unknown until the
1970's when a small fraction of psychiatrist began using the drug to treat
patients. By the early 1980's the drug
had began to grow as a recreational
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drug mainly in the state of Texas. It
was banned in the mid 80's.
According to student.com, "It
(MDMA) works by triggering a ma sive release of erotonin (the neurotransmitter that helps control bodily
functions like mood, sleep, memory,
temperature regulation and heart rate)
in the brain. making you feel euphoric
and carefree - for a short time. But .
when you take E, you're using up your
brain's supply of serotonin, and until it

w.
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can be replaced, many of your body's
functions will work improperly. It's not
yet known how long the effects of
ecstasy last in your body, but a recent
study by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse showed conclusively that 'erotonin levels in a post-ecstasy brain are
significantly lower than normal. That
deficiency can lead to severe long-term
depression, or at least several days of
feeling pretty bad.''
"I never experienced any of the
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after effect that I've heard about. I
hear that you're supposed to be
deprc ed for a week after you take a
pill (ecstasy), but I've never experienced that. I think that' just a myth
like acid fla ·hback. or something,'' the
anonymous kid aid.
The only other (proven) ide effect
is se ere dehydration. This can cause
convul ions, comas or can be fatal. It
has been reported that ecsta y can
cause brain deterioration if u ed over
long period of time and users complain about the need to con ·tantly grind
their teeth.
According to www.whitehou edrugpolicy.gov, ecstasy use rose among t
young people sharply, almost doubling
in the year 1996-2001. Not coincidentally, these are also the year that were
home to the rave party & electronic
music fad that plagued America briefly
resulting in harsher ecstasy trafficking
laws being passed in 2001. Since then,
use of the drug (and rave parties, one
could assume) has plummeted and
halved almost back to the usage reported in the mid '90 .
"I haven't done E in a long time.
Actually I haven't known anyone to in
a couple of years, though I ran into
some random kids trying to sell some at
a bar recently, which is weird. Maybe
it's making a comeback, but that would
suck," anonymous kid said.
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Horoscopes· offer nothing but mythology
We've all read them, some more
than others. A few take them seriously,
but most ee them as entertainment.
How much truth actually upports our
daily horoscopes? The answer i not
much.
Still there is a lot of factual backing urr unding the e daily reading
and there are some term you've heard
but probably don't know their meaning . Here are as iations to help you
b tter under tand horo cope :
A tr logy i the tudy of how·
vent on arth are influenced by the
un, M n, tar and planets, ace rding
to www.h r · op .c ml. Zodiac i an
imaginary band of ky that follow. th
un' annual path a een from arth.
In a trology, it' divided into 12 ection , each hou ing a different a trological con tellation. The econ tellations
are known a signs and are the visual
representations behind our horoscopes
(i.e. Taurus is a bull and Cancer is a
crab).
How does something beyond the
earth become converted into something
de cribing how our day is going to turn
out? That's a great question.
www.horoscopes.com/ describes horocope as the term astrologers use for a
chart showing the relative po itions of
the stars and planets at a specific time.
Most people, however, consider a horo-

scope to be the forecast astrologers
make based on that chart.
So far so good, right? At this
point, horoscopes seem to have justification. Yet, if astrologers are following
the ame chart, why is almost every
daily horoscope different from publica-

"I don't believe in horoscopes. They are kind of
fun to read sometime , but
they are alway po itive and
life doe n't always turn out
o perfect.'
-Randi True

Aquarius

tion to publication? For example, on~
horoscope for Vrrgo, my personal ign,
predicted problems at work but a peak
in a love interest. Another horoscope
[ for the same day said leadership skills
~ would be stronger than usual, and rec~ ommended to get into a position to lead
W by example.
The funny thing is, each of the
'<
approximately eight other horoscope I
read, all for the same day, were all as
differe~t as two previously mentioned.
Two or three were applicable to that
given day, but even those were a
stretch. It seems as if the writers for

lrl11l 1l tll1 Weall
· Diploma t
There's nothing really diplomatic about a good drink you share
with buddies, but what the heck ... here's one to you, our government
officials. This recipe is courtesy ofwww.webtender.com.
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1 1/2 oz dry Vermouth
1/2 oz sweet Vermouth
1/2 tsp Maraschino Liqueur
2 dashes bitters
1/2 slice lemon
1 cherry

,

.

,,._.

Ingredients:

horoscopes all have their own interpretation of the zodiac and its interplanetary relationship to us.
In all truthfulness, horoscopes
seem to be nothing more than entertainment---something to read while waiting
in line at the grocery store. They are
nothing more than generalized statements that are recycled and used continuou ly. It' a lot like the trategy
u ed by self-acclaimed p ychic, or
medium between life and death John
Edward. That is, he make a general
tatement that someone in th audience
will relate t , an act that even the creator of South Park aw through. It'
imilar to the Iott ry, even. If enough
pcopl arc playing, me ne i going to
hit the jackpot. In other word , if
n ugh p ople read horo cope . om one will ft I lik it applie to them on
that particular day.
Third-year marketing major Randi
True doesn't buy mto the awe of horoscopes either...I don't believe in horoscopes. They are kind of fun to read
sometimes, but they are always positive
and life doesn't always turn out so perfect," True said.
There are countless internet sites
offering daily horoscopes for tho e of
you feeling a little astrological. In
addition to those, thousands of books
line the shelves of your favorite tores
and libraries. My horoscope for you:
don't waste your money to read your
horoscope.
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Mix vermouths, maraschino liqueur and bitters together with ice
chips and strain into a cocktail glass. Add the lemon slice on the side
and top mixture with the cherry. Makes one drink.
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Phantom of the Opera review
Unique Valentine's Day gifts
How to get the most bump for your buck
Does Hollywood influence marriage views?
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WSU picks up wins over Flames and Bulldogs
Pair of wins leaves Raiders tied for third in Horizon League
The Wright State women's basketball team broke a two game lo ing
treak by recording a pair of Horizon
League vict rics a they d wncd both
Butler and oyola.
The win put the ladic at 12-8
o er all and -3 in Ilorizon League
play, whi h put· th ·m in third place
right behind thr 7-3 Flam s of UI "'.
The ladh:s tarted their we ·k off
by winning at home 64-55 again t oyola. Both team · came out luggish a
neither was able to get many ba ket · in
the opening minute of the game. But at
the halfway point both teams started to
come alive as they traded the lead back
and forth everal times before the
Raiders were the ones to head into the
locker room at the halfwitb a 27-25
lead.
The second half started like the
first with both teams shooting poorly.
Wright State was able to come around
first though as they pulled ahead by six

points.
The Rambler weren't going down
without a fight as they were able to pull
back to within a ba ket everal times
during the final stretch of the game. In
the nd Wright State was just too much
for th Rambler. a they went on to
earn the nine-point win.
The Raider ' tight defcn e i what
avcd them, a they did n t allow Loyola to ho t from th' inside. The Rambl rs had 23 thrc -point attempt· in the
game and made ju t three
them.
Wright tat, wa al o able to out
rebound the Rambler 43-35.
Whitney Lewi led the team in
coring for the game as she recorded a
career high 17 points while senior
Angie Ott was also in double digits
with 14 points.
The Raiders' second game of the
week was on the road at Butler where
they won convincingly 74-59.
Butler scored the first two points of
the game, but it was all Wright State
after that. The team went on an 8-0 run
followed by a 14-0 run that was capped
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Junior Kendra Agee presses the ball UfNX)urt

against Loyola.
off by a Jeanette Woodberry jump shot
that put the Raiders up 26-7 with 8: 16
left to go in the half. The Bulldogs held

their ground after that and went into the
econd half down by a core of 40-29.
Thing didn't go a well for the
Raiders in the econd half. Although
they continued to core a lot of point ,
Butler was able to nip away at the
Raiders' lead and was able to pull to
within nine with the cor at 60-5 l with
6:2 left to play.
The Raider didn't allow Butler to
g t any clo, er though, a Wright State
went n a J4-8 ·coring drive to giv ·
them the win.
The Raider· h d four ladies in
double digits with Woodberry leading
the pack with 18 points, followed by
Britteny Whiteside with 16, Angie Ott
had 12 and Rhea Mays ended the night
with 11.
The Raiders' next two contests are
at home against the two teams from
Wisconsin in the Horizon League.
Wright State takes on UW-Milwaukee
on Thursday at 7:00 p.m. while Saturday's game against UW-Green Bay will
follow the men's basketball game,
which starts at 1 :00 p.m.

Inconsistent play continues to hamper the Raiders·
blocked shots and two assists.
"Zach got into foul trouble and
I just tried to help out as best I could,'
said Pleiman. 'We got a good W for
Wright State today."
Team leader DaShaun Wood
poke highly of Pleiman' performance.
"He cam in, he rebound, he checked
the big guy , he did everything for us
today ... without him, I don't think we
Joshlbke
would have won this game tonight."
While Pleiman had a great allaround game, Wood al. o scored 28
The men' basketball team i
points of his own, hi second highest
back at . 00 after a big win at home
total of the season. The freshmanagainst UIC 72-61 on Wednesday and
sophomore duo carried the Raider
then a loss at Cleveland State 67-53 on
through the econd half and the Flames
Saturday afternoon.
had no answer, fading in the 72-61 lo s
Wright State played one of its
in the later moments of regulation.
best games of the season on Wednesday
The one stat that marred the
against the Flames of UIC. The
Raiders performance was 21 turnovers.
Raiders came out tough and held UIC
Otherwise the men made a very solid
star Cedric Banks scoreles in the first
performance with a 37-22 rebound
half. Another Flame, Jovan Stefanov,
advantage, while shooting 60 percent
was able to step it up however, scoring
from the field and 92 percent from the
19 points before break. After Steline.
fanov 's strong performance, the two
Williams finished with seven
teams went into the locker rooms with
points and six rebounds while Everett
WSU carrying a slight 33-32 advanSpencer had seven rebounds.
tage.
"Every single person who
With enior Zach Williams in
played for us tonight contributed in
foul trouble for most of the game,
some way or another. .. Our guys
Raider freshman Jordan Pleiman had a
defended a great player in Cedric
coming out party. The Fort Loramie,
Banks ... It might have been our best
Ohio native blew up for his first career
game of the year," said head coach Paul
double-double in a Raider uniform. For Biancardi.
the game Pleiman was 8-8 from the
"You always have to protect
field for 19 points, 11 rebounds, four
your home court because it's tough to

• Vikings handle
Wright State after
big win over UIC
on Wednesday

w

w
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Raiders played their next game like a
completely different team on the road.
Against Cleveland State on Saturday
the men shot just 44 percent from the
field, compared to the Vikings 47 percent. The Raiders also shot a paltry 61
percent from the line. Victorie are
hard to come by with tho c hooting
percentages, and SU took advantage
of the situation.
The Viking went up 11-2 in
the first five minutes before the Raiders
tied things at 13. The teams went into
the half with WSU down 27-26.
The Raiders never led in the
second half and the closest they would
come to tying was with 8: 17 remaining
when a Spencer lay-up made things 4744. CSU quickly scored the next six
points and 13 of the next 16 to put
things out of reach for Wright State.
Williams led the men with 14
points, six rebounds and four assists
~ while Wood had 10 points and three
::::i
&" assists. Pleiman played well again with
~ 10 points and seven rebounds on the
........
afternoon.
At 10-10 and 5-4 in the Hori~
G)
zon League, the Raiders are now in a
53 three game home stint, the first of
which was Wednesday night against
~
~......................__....
.......__....~........
~
Milwaukee. Stats for that game were
Senior Zach Wdliams makes a strong move to
not available.
the basket against UIC in last weeks game.
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m.
win on the roa~" said Wood.
men
will host Loyola, and next
the
Those words seem especially
Monday at 7 p.m. the Bulldogs of Butsignificant for this Raiders squad. As
ler will visit the Nutter Center.
they have throughout the season, the
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Raiders gearing up for the league championships
Both teams sweep meets on parents and seniors weekend
Horizon League Standings
The men' and women's swimming and di ing team travel to leveland Stak on Friday for their final regular sea on meet a tri-mcet with the
Viking and Young town State.
"They re both in the conference
and Youngstown State has a good three
it should be a good
meter di er
meet ,. id sophomore di er Sarah
Wyant.
Last wcekcn l the lady diver-, and
both ·wim teams for that matter, had no
tr ublc , 1 ainst the 1 igcr of Wittenberg
on hiday and the B arcat of in innati on aturday aftcrn on during the
annuul parents and senior weekend.
On •riday th Raid r I k d
trong a both team were vi t riou
again t Wittenberg. The men won 12376 while the women won 148-95.
The women took home first place
in eight of 13 event on the evening.
Svetlana Nepocatych, Kassie Schmidt
Wyant, Amy Cron, Erin Reilly, Crystal
Grinstead and Je ica Weidert were all
victoriou in their respective events.
The men did quite well also, winning 11 event . Rafael Candido won
the 100 and 200-yard freestyle events
in times of47.65 and 1:43.74 respectively. Sophomore Will Ehresman took
the l 650 free tyle e ent in 16: 19.19
while Justin Stepp, Alex Dolgov, Warren Thompson and Robert McRae each

onfcrcnce Overall

Men's Ba ketball

Sophomore Eri11 rei/ly t'Olltpe/~ in 011e ofdie Pare11ts ®d Seniors 1veekend meels
~ix f 13 event . The Raider were led
won their re. pccti c vent .

Head oach Matt Liddy's squads
carried their po itivc momentum right
into aturday aft moon as both t ams
wcr able t defeat the incinnati
Bearcat . Th women won by a margin
f 141.5-9 .5 whil the men came out
on top, 126-97.
This time around the men won
seven of the 13 events. Freshman Scott
Lang had a good day against the
Bearcats, winning both the 500 and
1000-yard free tyle events with time
of 4:43.76 and 9:41.21 re pectively.
The 200-medley team and the
200-free tyle relay team were each victoriou , wimming time of 1:34.33 and
1:24.56 respectively. Additionally,
Warren Thomp on, Elvis Cirikovic and
Candido each won their individual
events.
The ladie topped the Bearcats in

by 1rinstead. as ph mor from Hornell. . . The di er won both the on
and three-met r events. The women
also won both the 200-mcdl y and
frc tylc r lay in time of 1:51.83 and
1:41.25. Ncpocatych w n the 50fre tyle while Je sica Wi idert won the
I 00-brea t to add to the WSU victory.
The pair of victories over the
weekend raises the men's duel meet
record to 8-2 while the women are over
.500 at 5-4.
The teams fini h the regular caon at Cleveland State thi weekend
before they enter into a two-week break
in which they will prepare for the conference championships at WisconsinMilwaukee.
"We've been training a lot harder
this year " aid diver Sarah Wyant.
"We should do well at conference."

New coach has soccer excited about the future
The athletic department
announced the hiring of a new worn n'
occer coach, Pat Ferguson, in early
January.
The former head coach at Campbell
Univer ity in North Carolina, officially
started work with the Raiders on Feb.
l.
"He brings a new attitude and a
different coaching style," aid team
captain Kim Chianese. "I got a great
first impression from him. He seems
like a great coach and I look forward to
playing for him."
Fergu on, a Strongsville, Ohio
native, has been the head coach at
Campbell for the past five seasons.
During his tenure he accumulated a 4835-11 record that includes a 12-2-7
record just last season. The Camels
were last year's Atlantic Sun regular
season and tournament champs, and for
that feat 1;arned a trip to the NCAA
tournament.
He wa named the conference
coach of the year in 2001 and 2004 and
coached eight different players to the
All-Conference team in the past two
seasons.
Said Ferguson in a press
release by the Athletic Department, "I
am extremely excited about this opportunity and the possibilities that are

w

w

ahead. I am looking forward to working
with everyone at Wright State and continuing the tradition of fine occer that
the Raider have tarted."
Wright State hope Ferguson
can continue hi great ucce s from la t
ea on in which the Camels were one
of only five Division I squads in the
country to finish the regular season
with one los or less.
"Patrick bring the experience
of building winning program ," aid
athletics director Dr. Mike Cusack.

coaching position at Mount Union College in Alliance, Ohio, where he wa
9-0.
Since that time he ha been
working with the team at Campbell.
The Raiders fini hed thi season at 9-9-2 after exiting the Horizon
League Tournament in the first round
under former head coach Scott
Rodgers.

"I got a great first impression from him. He seems
like a great coach and I
look forward to playing for
him."
-Senior Captain, Kim Chianese
"His track record as a Division I head
coach makes him the perfect coach to
build upon our women's soccer tradition."
Ferguson's roots in the coaching ranks date back to 1995 as an assistant at his alma mater Malone College
in Canton. In 1997 he began the
women's program at Malone. That
year the women finished with an 11-7
record. He then accepted the head
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UW-M ilwaukcc

8-2

15-5

UW-Grecn Bay

7-2

14-5

UIC

5-4

10-9

Wright tat

5-4

10-10

Detroit

5-4

8-11

4-5

7-10

Loyola

4-6

6-14

Butler

2-6

7-11

Youngstown State

1-8

3-16

levcland State

Women's Basketball
UW-Green Bay

9-0

18-2

UIC

7-3

10-11

Wright State

6-3

12-8

UW-Milwaukee

6-3

9-10

Youngstown State

3-6

9-11

Detroit

3-6

6-14

Butler

2-5

8-10

Loyola

2-6

5-14

Cleveland State

1-7

2-17
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Review

Ditj you get a 1400 on the SAT?
Never thought that you'd use your test
scores? Now's your chance! We've got the
best part time job you'll ever have! Teach
our SAT and ACT classes. Pay starts at
$15/hr. Apply online:
www.princetonre view.com/
employment
on
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Indoor Track competes at Findlay Alltel Classic
Injury stricken team manages good performances despite missing athletes
one did well though and we all supported each other," aid junior Jenn
Williamson.
The women were led by ophomore Marie McYetta' econd place
finish in the mile. Her time of 5:14.32
breaks her own chool record of
5: 17. 91 which he et ju t la t week.
After the econd place fini h in the
mile, McYetta al o fini hed th in the
3000-meter event in a per onal be t
time of 10:41.20.

The women' indoor track team
compete Friday at Cedarville Invitational in Cedarville.
La t Saturday the women went on
the road to Findlay for the Alltel Track
& Field Cla ic. The field at the Malcolm Athletic enter featured team
from over 20 ch ol , including Dayton, Ohio Univer ity, umberland,
entral tat and th h t iler of
Findlay.
Alth ugh thew men that competed did well, thcr were quit a few
mi. 'ing du to injury.
"W nly had 11 girl b caus
everyone is injured ri lht n w. bv ry-

or
Que tion
at

g u a rdi ansports@ya ho o. com

Men's Basketball:
2 Wedne day UW-Milwaukee
5 Saturday Loyola
7 Monday Butler

Women's Basketball:
3 Thursday UW-Milwaukee
5 Saturday UW-Green Bay

Swimming and Diving:
4 Friday at Cleveland State

Men's Tennis:
5 Saturday Morehead State and Toledo
6 Sunday at Depaul

Women's Tennis:
5 Saturday Morehead State

Indoor Track:
4 Friday at Cedarville Invitational
w

w.
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McYetta was joined by Christina
Hill and Megan Feasel in the 3000meter event. Hill finished 19th while
Feasel finished 23rd in times of 11:19.4
and 11 :26.2 respectively.
Jennifer Monohan finished 19th in
the pole vault after clearing 8'6" while
Catherine Mako finished 23rd in the
long jump on a leap of 15 '6".
The lone thrower for the ladies,
Cortney Mann, fini hed 12th in the hot
put and 11th in the weight throw on
heave of37'10"and46'2"re p ctiv ly.
edarville will pre ent the ladie
with a much mall r field and a etter
hot at c ring team point a th y continu to improv · thi' sea n.

Men's volleyball club building
towards a bright future

Sports
Comments

w

pole vault after clearing 10'6".
In the sprint the women saw Ashlie Jenkins finish 15th in the 55-meter
dash in a time of7.59 seconds. Jenkins
wa just beaten by Simmons in the 200meter dash. The two fini bed in 15th
and 18th place in times of 27 .26 and
27.38 econds.
William on was the lone hurdler to
make the final in the 5 5 meter event.
he fini hed 6th ( . 6) in her qualifying heat and 9th overall with a time of
8.90 econd .
aid William on, "It felt go d,
even with my ankle and my IT (IlioTibial) band being injur d. I think th lifting (weight training) ha help d me."
c 'lie R inhard ran a ca on'. best
in the
. Her tim of 2:24.98 was
g d ti r 8th place.

went to Findlay where he played for
the Oiler varsity volleyball team.
While at Findlay, which i one of only
two college in Ohio that offer NCAA
Club port her on campus have
regulation volleyball, Maxton was able
had a high amount of success this
to rack up a number of school record .
school year, and the men's volleyball
eedle to say, he is a valuable player
club i no exception. Although they
to the team.
have only po. ted a record of 8-10-1,
With only two colleges in the
the team is really a lot better than their
tale
sponsoring
volleyball as a chool
record show ~ .
sport. club volleyball has become very
.. o far thi year we've had one
competitive in the past several years. In
MIYA tournament," aid junior Eric
fact there are even divisions in the
Enni , the current club president. ''We
port. Wright State is in Division II,
went 4-1 there, putting us in second
which i made up primarily of smaller
place in the division."
The club that "i t today has been Divi ion I chool . The University of
Dayton, on the other hand, is in Diviar und ince the 2001 sch 1 y ar,
.
ion I. whcr they are ranked number
when Nick Lee, a current member of
n in the nation by the NIRSA.
the team, organized the club. In their
'MIVA Division I is a fanta tic
fir t year the club did not enter any
level of volleyball," Ennis stre es.
tournament and simply played against
"The teams in this area are outstanding.
fellow Wright State students. But the
Division II is a step down, but is still
following year the team entered in a
very competitive."
number of MIVA tournament with the
Since the chool does not ponsor
men finishing in econd place in the
the
club,
money get very tight for the
ilvcr bracket of the playoff: .
team at times. Since thi; only real way
the team can make money is to sponsor
"The teams in this area are
a tournament, the men have an annual
outstanding. Division II is a Raider Invitational, when teams must
pay to enter. This is the only way the
step down, but is still very
team can travel to some of their tournaments that are far away. For the most
competitive."
part,
the club plays in tournaments
- Junior, Eric Ennis
nearby so they don't have to spend so
much on gas and hotels.
Even though the team has already
This year, the club bas made an
started their season, anyone is still welextra
addition to the team. For the first
comed to come out and practice with
time in their short history, the team bas
the team or even play with the team
a coach. Monte Moser, the junior varsiwhen the match is not sanctioned by
ty boys' coach at Centerville High
the MIVA. However, Ennis warn that
these events are not taken too lightly by School, is volunteering as much time as
he can to help the club out.
the people who participate in them. "It
"Monte Moser is a great volleyball
is competitive volleyball, and just hitmind," says Ennis about the team's
ting the ball over the net won't really
only coach in history. "He has won the
cut it."
state championship three years in a
One of the most competitive playrow: 2001, 2002 and 2003. We are
ers on the team is Patrick Maxton.
happy to have him helping out."
Maxton, a graduate student, originally
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Spring Break
** #1 Spring Break Website! Lowe t
prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book H p op le; get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.co m or
00-83 -8202

T,
lud nt Tour Op 'rator to
J m ic , ncun, A pulco, Bah mas
and Florid . ow hiring on·c, mpus
rep . all for group di counts. Information/Reservation 1-800·648-4849 or
ww' '· tstravel.com.
A BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Day From
$299! Ind udes Meal , Port Taxes,
Exclu ive Beach Parties With 20+ Of
Your Favorite TV Celebrities A Seen
On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches, Nightlife! Ethics Award
Winning Company! www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800·678-6386
Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
$159! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau $499 Including Air! Bahamas
Cruise $299!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Br ak Vacation ! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahama , Fl rida.
B t Pri s! Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endless ummertours.com
3

Announceme nt
$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hour of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes, fr e) fundraising
olutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earning for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonu when you schedul
your non- al s fundr i er with
Campu Fundrai r. Contact
ampusFundrai er, ( 8) 923-323 , or
visit www.campu fundrai 'r.com

The Guardian I 19

For Rent
Female roomate needed in College
Park Apartment. Take over Winter,
Spring, and I or Summer lease. Cannot
currently be in housing contract on
campus to apply. To get your own
r om on campu with a big kitchen,
and a great view of c~mpus fr m the
balcony, Pleas call Jamie at 937-7755537 or mail to
Emb r56789 yahoo.com
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Your design or mine!

BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY

Sigma Alpha ambda, nat'l leaderhip & honor organization is eeking
tud nt to b girt a lo al campu
ch pt r. We re eeking motivated
a founding offi r .
tudent to
3.0+ gpa req.
contact: rmin c alhonors.org

Looking for 3 people to learn my
health and wellnes bu iness for customer relations and training. Sharp
image a must. Will train.
(937) 866-5479

GERBER'S TROPICAL FISH- Part time
employment opportunity I Early
Mornings. Do you like tropical fi h?
Need some extra cash? Come work fo,:
us! We are a local wholesale distributor
of tropical and marine fish and we currently have part time opportunitie
available for early mornings, averaging 15 hours per week. Starting pay is
$8.00 per hour. Dutie will be to pull
and pa kag ,hipm nt of tropical fi h,
a well a occa ional maintenanc on
our tanks. Knowledge of fish i h Ipful, but not nece ary. Apply in p r on,
2279 N Moraine Drive, Dayton (937)
297-0515

"Workout" - Nature of the Job,
Growth

NOW SERVING
1178 Kauffman Ave.
Fairborn, OH 45324
878-4289

pfZZAl

M-lh: 9am-11 pm
F: 9am-MJdnl9ht
Sat 11 am-Midnight
Sun: Hoon-1 Opm

Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEX Ground, it's like a paid workout. The work's _demanding, but the
rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a sweat with the
nation's package delivery leader.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs. • Part-lime, 5 -doy week
• $9.25/hr. to.start,
• Ablty to load unload
scheduled raises
'
and' sort pack~ges
Apply in person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
Women and M1nonties are encooraged to apply

EOEJM

WWW. THEGUARDIANONLINE.COM

Eedex com/yslcareers

Ground
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tud nt I Th
t t
Wr1gh
pr1or1ty f1l1ng d adl1ne for
200 -2006 financial aid and
cholar hip i quickly
ppro ching!

For more Information, contact the Office of
Flnanclal Aid at 937-775-5721 or
ht.
I
fin

Located in the lobby of the

